
Sybase and Yapi ve Kredi Bank Turkey—
Financial Services Data Warehouse

SUCCESS STORY

“Our Business Power Users, who are used to making queries 
in 24 hours or longer, can run them in a matter of

minutes with Sybase IQ.”

Challenge: Migration of the current data warehouse (in production since 1999) to Sybase IQ platform including the

in-house developed Oracle PL/SQL based ETL tool within max of 8 weeks by handling the immense 

amount of data produced in the bank’s daily operations and allow that data to be analyzed. 

Solution: Sybase Turkey and Sybase Belgium Professional Services combined with Yapi Kredi DW team to 

migrate, convert, test and deploy the project on Sybase IQ at IBM AIX 5.2

Results: • Significant reduction in Total Cost of Ownership

• 63% data compression (+1 TB Raw data into 350 GB)

• Only 3 CPU’s utilized against 12 CPU’s on Oracle platform

• Full load and incremental load are reduced dramatically

• One part-time DBA to handle the complete system

• System operational within 7 weeks

• Queries that used to take a day are now completed in minutes

Industry: Financial Services

Yapi Kredi Bank has over 420 domestic branches and

various other subsidiaries or affiliated companies that

are active in leasing, factoring, investment banking,

insurance, brokerage, and new economy companies.

Complementing its wide domestic network, the Bank

also maintains an important international presence

with a subsidiary bank in Dusseldorf and Amsterdam, a

bank in the Russian Federation, an off-shore banking

unit in Bahrain and four representative offices in

Moscow, Munich, Cologne, and Stuttgart.

Yapi Kredi Bank is also the Turkish market leader of

Credit Card Numbers by 20% and Credit Card

Business Volume by 30%. Yapi Kredi Bank has main-

tained its consistent growth, profitability, and customer

satisfaction by always seeking out and implementing

innovative Information Techonology.

Yapi Kredi Bank, having used an Oracle data warehouse

since 1999 for their analytical CRM and Credit Card

business lines, noticed that the upgrade requirements

of the system, both by software licensing and hard-

ware investments (CPU, memory and storage), kept

exceeding all estimations and budget allocations to

produce pre-tuned query results—and ad-hoc queries

were so problematic, they were not run. Alpaslan Ozlu,

General Manager Technology Management said that

the system was plagued by “obesity” within the whole

IT department and they invited other BI technology

providers (IBM, Teradata, and Sybase) to make a

three-day analysis and Proof of Concept (POC) at the

end of June 2003. The main goal was to find an alter-

native to the current system, achieve a smooth, fast

migration path, and deploy into production before

the new Credit Card products and services were

offered and advertised at the end of August

— -Alpaslan Ozlu, General Manager, Technology Management, Yapi Kredi Bank

The fastest, smoothest and best price/performance ratio 
ever for a data warehouse migration project 
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2003.After three days and nights of POC work on

Yapi Kredi premises, Sybase PS (define) consultants

from Sybase Belgium and Sybase Turkey managed to

migrate a large sample of data from the operational

mainframe system and also convert part of the ETL

software developed in-house to Sybase IQ T/SQL.

The ad-hoc query test results, and full and incremen-

tal refresh performance of the operational data on a

two CPU test system convinced Yapi Kredi Bank to

make the platform change to Sybase IQ. In addition,

the work performance, commitment, knowledge, and

experience of the Sybase consultants led the evaluation

team to estimate that the project would be concluded

within eight weeks. A one day visit to Fortis Bank in

Belgium lead Yapi Kredi Bank to a very fast decision

to start the challenge.

The Yapi Kredi “Infocenter Migration” project completed

in seven weeks and was ready for active use by

September 15, 2003 according to Ozlu. The compliant

and flexible structure of Sybase IQ provided conven-

ience and ease-of-use during migration from the pre-

vious data warehouse system and tool utilization.

Query in Minutes

Sybase IQ stores data and performs queries vertically by

column, not by row. This feature offers better perform-

ance at lower cost than conventional data warehouses.

Ozlu says that Sybase, through its column-based

methodology, provides an amazing performance

increase for users familiar with conventional systems.

For instance, a user who is used to making queries in

24 hours or longer can run them in a matter of min-

utes with Sybase IQ. The results for Yapi Kredi Bank

were remarkable. Of all the queries run in October of

2003, 88.4% were completed in less than one second,

7% in 1-10 seconds and 1.7% in 10-30 seconds.

Ozlu states that Sybase IQ has the look of a conventional

SQL-compliant relational database management system

(RDBMS) and, therefore, is easy to learn by database

managers trained in conventional systems, and that

the Yapı Kredi team has also become capable of using

the system effectively after a short period of training.

Rapid Data Access 

Today, each department at Yapı Kredi, from marketing

and sales to credit cards and IT, can access enterprise

data rapidly and easily. This data is used for several

purposes such as campaigns, analyses, or reporting.

Users who can perform complex ad hoc queries can

consult more frequently for the follow-up of transactions,

portfolio volumes, etc., thus increasing their proactivity.

Sybase IQ can increase the ad hoc query performance

up to 100 times than conventional systems.

With Sybase IQ, it is possible to index the complete

database automatically, perform more efficient com-

pression of data and indexing, and read only the relevant

data when making a query. Since this solution does not

require that the data to be subdivided into horizontal

partitions (rows), there is no explosion of data volumes.

IQ does not necessitate adjustments that take time

and require huge resource utilization, thus providing

a database smaller in size than the input data. For

instance, Yapı Kredi had to allocate a one-terabyte

space in its previous data warehouse system, whereas

today this figure has been reduced to 300-350 giga-

bytes in the new system. Besides, the bank has shifted

production to three-CPU hardware instead of twelve-

CPUs in the previous system.

Yapı Kredi aims to use this new system in all its branches,

enabling employees who are in direct contact with

customers to benefit from the analyses available.


